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Black Nationalism is the only practical answer for
Black People in the United States of America.
Let's Get Busy!

A WORD OR TWO

The Stupidest Leaders In The World
A review of the history of the United States of
America will reveal that this country has elected
some of the stupidest men in the world as its
presidents and leaders. I will name a few of them,
but it is more important to realize that, if stupid
men have been leading the United States for nearly
250 years, it is because this country has been
steadily producing people who are stupid enough to
vote for them and allow them to assume leadership
roles.
Now that I think about it, that’s not much of a
revelation. People from other countries who dare to
be honest will tell you that Americans tend to be
some of the least developed people they have ever
run into. But enough about the stupid people; it’s
the leaders this article is dedicated to.
To enable more people to relate to what is
being said, let’s concentrate on national leaders
during the last 50 years. From the African continent
we find leaders of vision and courage like Patrice
Lumumba, Kwame Nkrumah, Sekou Toure and
Julius Nyerere. From Asia you have giants like
Mao and Ho, and from the Caribbean and Latin
America we find exceptional figures like Maurice
Bishop and the legendary Fidel Castro. But if you
look at the United States for the last 50 or so years,
the only president who even faked a modicum of

vision (the Camelot spin) was John Kennedy, who
is mostly remembered because he was assassinated.
Lyndon Johnson’s grasp of the world he lived in
would be the subject of ridicule if he had not been
followed by such ignoramuses as Richard Nixon,
Gerald Ford, Ronald Reagan (quite possibly the
dumbest president of all time) and the Bushes. The
Democrats who have held office aren’t any better
off. Jimmy Carter’s forward leaning yearnings
went up in thin air because he wasn’t strong or
committed enough to withstand the pressure of
forging meaningful changes, and Bill Clinton
simply wasn’t committed to anything that wasn’t
self-propelling. Clinton was arguably the most
knowledgeable of the lot, so what he did was prove
that knowledge without commitment is one of the
things that keeps trash can makers in business.
White power dominates the world not because
of its good qualities, but because white people get
low down more frequently and more enthusiastically than non-white people. That helps explain
why stupid individuals are better qualified to lead
the United States than intelligent, well developed
individuals. The United States is the national
incarnation of what is worst about human political
organization, and its people the incarnation of what
is worst about human beings.
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